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ABSTRACT A secure authentication protocol plays a crucial role in securing communications over wireless

and mobile networks. Due to resource-limitations and the nature of the wireless channel, the global mobile

networks are highly susceptible to various attacks. Recently, an efficient authentication system for global

roaming has been proposed in the literature. In this article, we first show that the analyzed authentication

system is vulnerable man-in-the-middle attack, replay attack and Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack, and it

does not ensure untraceability and local password-verification process to identify wrong passwords. To fix

these security flaws, we propose a more efficient and robust authentication system for roaming in mobility

networks. We use the formal verification tools like ProVerif, Automated Validation of Internet Security

Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) and Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic to check the regularity of

the authentication protocol. Moreover, we prove the secrecy of a session key through the formal security

using the random oracle model, known as Real-Or-Random (ROR) model. Finally, a detailed performance

evaluation proves that the security protocol not only provides a security strength, but also preserves the low

computational overhead. Thus, the proposed authentication protocol is secure and computationally efficient

as compared to other relevant schemes.

INDEX TERMS Global roaming, authentication, key establishment, cryptanalysis, security, BAN logic,

AVISPA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Global roaming is a basic service for the users who roam

across heterogeneous networks. The Mobile User (MU)

access the required services from the foreign network by

using the mobile devices like smartphones and PDAs. In the

mobile network, the registered user can freely roam into

foreign networks administrated by the foreign agents and

he/she could access ubiquitous services with the assistance of

the home network. In the global roaming scenario, the mutual

authentication between an MU (Mobile User), HA (Home

Agent) and, FA (Foreign Agent) is very crucial to prevent

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Chi-Yuan Chen .

various attacks [1]. The mutual authentication procedure for

the global roaming in mobility environments is depicted

in Figure 1.

In MU ’s roaming process, a valid user connects to the

foreign network through FA, then it sends an authentic infor-

mation regarding MU and FA itself to the home agent HA,

in order to validate a identity of valid MU . The home agent

verifies the received authentication request and transmits the

authentic response to shapeFA andMU agents believe in each

other. After, a session key is established between FA andMU

to secure communication. Besides authentication, keeping

the identity of MU being tracked is a further challenging

task. In order to ensure the secrecy and privacy in wireless

and mobile networks, several security protocols have been
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FIGURE 1. User authentication system for global roaming in mobile environments.

proposed [1]–[12]. However, most of the security systems are

susceptible to various attacks.

A. MOTIVATION

We analyzed the security strength of numerous mutual

authentication systems in literature to provide global roaming

in the mobility network. Notably, the existing systems have

the following security pitfalls.

1) The authentication systems in the literature are highly

vulnerable to impersonation attacks [1]–[3], [7]–[12].

Besides, most of the security protocols in the mobility

network make use of static key agreements to deliver

the shared secret between a user and service provider

networks. In this regard, the entire security system will

be compromised when the shared secret-key is deduced

by the attacker.

2) Most of the authentication systems make use of times-

tamps to ensure message freshness, prevent reply

attacks. Nevertheless, it require additional clocks which

leads to clock synchronization problems since transmis-

sion delays are unpredictable in wireless and mobile

networks.

3) Furthermore, the existing protocols possesses more

communication and computational complexities. These

protocols are unfavourable for resource-limited environ-

ments like a mobility network.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS

The significant contributions of the paper are summarized as

follows:

1) We analyzed the security strength of the protocol in [13]

and presented its security pitfalls.

2) A secure mutual authentication protocol has been

designed to satisfy all security properties in the context

of global roaming in mobile networks. The proposed

protocol achieves user privacy, secrecy and computa-

tionally efficiency.

3) The formal security-verification and validation of the

proposed system is carried out through widely accepted

security tools like ProVerif [14] and AVISPA.

4) Consequently, the formal security analysis of the system

is measured using BAN logic. Besides, the correctness

of the security system has been proved using random

oracle model.

5) Finally, a rigorous performance evaluation summarizes

the communication and computational gain of the pro-

posed security system under various constraints.

C. PAPER OUTLINE

The sequel of the paper as follows: Section II, covers litera-

ture review and cryptographic primitives needed for protocol

design. Section III, presents a cryptanalysis of Lee et al.’s

scheme and its security flaws are derived in Section IV.

A robust authentication system with privacy preservation

in the mobility network has been presented in Section V.

Section VI demonstrates the formal security-analysis of the

system using random oracle model and BAN logic, the formal

security-verification using ProVerif andAVISPA, and also the

informal security analysis. In Section VII, the performance

evaluation is summarized. Section VIII concludes the article.

II. BACKGROUND

Authentication and access control are considered as two main

security services in various networking environments, such

as global mobile network, IoT and wireless sensor network

(WSN) [15]–[31].

Recently, several mutual authentication systems have been

proposed for the global mobile network. Nevertheless, some

of the authentication schemes have been vulnerable to var-

ious attacks and suffers with computational inefficiencies.
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TABLE 1. Notations and their significance.

In 2012, Jiang et al. [1] proposed a secure user mutual authen-

tication system for roaming inmobile communications. Later,

Wen et al. [32] analysed the protocol in [1] and proved that the

authentication scheme is susceptible is vulnerable to replay

attacks and they presented a secure mutual authentication

protocol.

Subsequently, Gope and Hwang [33] presented an effi-

cient authentication system for mobility networks. After

that, the authors in Wu et al. [34] proved that the scheme

in [33] does not provides fair-key agreement, and suffers

with de-synchronization problem. In addition, they designed

a robust mobile user authentication scheme. Later on, many

mutual authentication frameworks have been introduced to

afford roaming facility in the mobility network [3], [35]–[42].

However, these mutual authentication protocols are compu-

tationally inefficient and practically not implementable in

resource-constrained environments.

Recently, Lee et al. [13] presented an advanced mutual

authentication framework for the mobile network and they

believed that the protocol in [13] withstand most of the

network attacks. In this article, we analyse Lee et al.’s the

security strength and prove that the security framework is

vulnerable to masquerade attacks, denial-of-service attack

and replay attacks. Nevertheless, there is local password sys-

tem to identify the wrong passwords and does not satisfy

the untraceable property. In order to over come the flaws

in [13], we propose the novel framework for global roaming

in the mobile network. The proposed protocol is designed

to meet all security requirements, goals and its suitable in

resource limited low power mobility terminals.

III. REVIEW OF LEE et al.’s AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM

A brief review of Lee et al.’s authentication protocol [13]

sis presented in this section. It comprises of registration,

the authentication and establishment of session key (AESK)

and the password-change phase. Various symbols used

throughout this article are listed in Table 1.

A. REGISTRATION PHASE

A new mobile user wants to get desired services from the

HA, he/she should submit the required information to register

at the HA. The detailed registration procedure of the scheme

in [13] is as follows:

1) A new mobile user MU selects IDMU ,PWMU and gen-

erates the nonce s. After that, MU computes EID =

h(IDMU ⊕ PWMU )⊕ s and submits registration request

to the HA.

2) Upon receiving EID, HA finds S = h(EID ||h(SKHA)).

Then, HA sends S to theMU .

3) MU receives S and computes SPW = S ⊕ h(PWMU ).

Finally,MU keeps {SPW , s} in the device.

B. AUTHENTICATION AND SESSION KEY ESTABLISHMENT

PHASE

In this scenario, MU roams into the foreign network (FN) to

get services from the service provider network FA. To ensure

confidentiality in the system, MU HA, FA must mutually

authenticate each other and negotiate the shared secret key

SK . AESK phase is described below:

1) MU inputs IDMU ,PWMU and the device computes:

EID′ = h(IDMU ⊕ PWMU )⊕ s

S ′ = SPW ⊕ h(PWMU )

Then, MU generates random numbers {snew,NM } and

computes the following:

EIDnew = h(IDMU ⊕ PWMU )⊕ snew

VM = EIDnew ⊕ h(S
′||NM )

QM = h(EIDnew||S
′||NM )

After, mobile user sends M1 = {EID
′,VM ,QM ,NM } to

the foreign agent FA.

2) Upon receiving M1 from the user, FA creates the nonce

NF and calculates the following:

VF = NF ⊕ h(SKFA)

QF = h(QM ||NF ||SKFA)

After that FA submits M2 = {EID
′, VM , QF , NM , VF ,

IDFA} to the Home agent.

3) HA receives M2 from FA and computes the following:

S ′ = h(EID′||h(SKHA))

EID′new = VM ⊕ h(S
′||NM )

SKFA = h(IDFA ⊕ SKHA)

NF = VF ⊕ h(SKFA)

Q′F = h(h(EID′new||S
′||NM )||NF ||SKFA).

Then, HA verifies Q′F
?
= QF . If the comparison is false,

HA ends the session. Otherwise, HA mutually authenti-

cate FA,MU and calculates the following:

Snew = h(EID′new||h(SKHA))

VH = (EID′new||S
′||Snew)⊕ h(SKFA||NF ).

Finally, HA returnsM3 = {VH } to FA.
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4) Upon receivingM3 from HA, FA can derive

(EID′new||S
′||Snew) = VH ⊕ h(SKFA||NF )

Then, FA examines QM
?
= h(EID′new||S

′||NM ). If verifi-

cation succeeds, FA authenticatesMU andHA. Next, FA

generates the nonce NF2 and computes:

VF2 = Snew ⊕ h(S
′||NF2)

QF2 = h(EID′||Snew||NF2).

Then, FA froms a messageM4 = {VF2,QF2,NF2} to the

mobile user.

5) MU receivesM4 from FA and computes the following:

Snew = VF2 ⊕ h(S
′||NF2).

MU checks QF2
?
= h(EID′||Snew||NF2). If verifi-

cation successful, MU authenticates the FA. Finally,

mobile user computes a shared secret key KMF =

h(NM ||NF2||S) to obtain the desired services provided

by the FA.

C. PASSWORD CHANGE PHASE

Lee et al. [13] password altered phase is described below:

Step 1.MU inputs the new passwordPWnew, random nonce

snew and the device computes:

EIDnew = h(IDMU ⊕ PWnew)⊕ snew

Step 2. The MU use a password PWnew to the encryption

of Snew, computes SPWnew = Snew ⊕ h(PWnew). Finally,

MU ’s password is successfully changed and the new values

of {SPWnew, snew} are stored in the device.

IV. CRYPTANALYSIS OF LEE et al.’s AUTHENTICATION

SYSTEM

The threat model and the rigorous security analysis has

been accomplished to demonstrate the security weaknesses

of the protocol in [13]. In fact, this authentication system

is vulnerable to masquerade attacks, replay attack, denial of

service attacks, fails to realize untraceability and the wrong

passwords cannot be detected at the client side.

A. THREAT MODEL

The intruder A has control over the channel (insecure chan-

nel) between MU , HA and FA in the mobility network [43].

Also, the attacker A has able to guess the user identi-

ties and short passwords in a polynomial time. Notably,

an intruder A has capable to get the authentication details

from the lost or stolen smart-card through power analy-

sis techniques [11], [44]. In addition, an adversary may

deduce the past session keys to compromise the future session

keys [34].

B. VULNERABLE TO MASQUERADE ATTACK

In the mutual authentication process, a valid MU sends an

authentication request M1 = {EID
′,VM ,QM ,NM } to obtain

services of the FA. Assume an intruder A eavesdrops EID′

from message M1, sent through the public network envi-

ronment. The parameter EID′ is a composition of MU ’s

IDMU ,PWMU and it’s random number s. From registration

phase, we can recall that the MU submits a registration

request EID is identical to EID′. Therefore, A can use this

information to re-register with HA as a valid user to obtain

its services. After, HA computes S = h(EID′||h(SKHA)) and

returns parameter S to the attacker A . Upon receiving S,

A generates a nonce s, inputs his own password PW then

computes SPW = S ⊕ h(PW ) and stores {SPW , s} in his

device. Next, an adversary use this information to form a valid

authentication request messages for FA and HA to succeed in

AESK phase. Therefore, A can masquerade a valid MU to

access the services of HA.

C. FAILS TO PROVIDE UNTRACEABILITY

The intruder A neither trace the user identity, nor link the

mutual authentication sessions in which the same user has

involved. In AESK phase of scheme [13],MU submits login

requestM1 = {EID
′,VM ,QM ,NM } to FA, the authentication

request of FA M2 = {EID
′,VM ,QF ,NM ,VF , IDFA} to the

HA. Note that, a user specific value EID′ in M1,M2 is fixed

for all authentication sessions. Further, in this system other

communicating parities including valid FA knows the identity

EID′ of MU . Therefore, an adversary can easily trace the

location of the user by listening to various sessions. Hence,

this scheme does not to achieve untraceability.

D. VULNERABLE TO REPLAY ATTACK

In the authentication and session key negotiation pro-

cess, MU submits the authentication request M1 =

{EID′,VM ,QM ,NM } toFA through a public network environ-

ment. Suppose an adversary A eavesdrops on message M1

and sends another message M ′1 = M1 in the next time to FA.

FA creates a nonce NF then finds QF = h(QM ||NF ||SKFA),

VF = NF ⊕ h(SKFA). Subsequently, FA sends M2 =

{EID′,VM ,QF ,NM ,VF , IDFA} to HA. Upon receiving M2,

HA processes this authentication requests and confirms that

the adversary is a validMU . AlthoughA may not get session

key SK, he/she can impersonates as a legal MU to login FA.

In addition, the above scheme does not use any timestamps,

additional clocks synchronization mechanisms and counters

to resist with replay attacks, thus an eavesdropper A replays

old messages. Nevertheless, HA will not detects a attack.

Therefore, the scheme of Lee et al. is vulnerable to replay

attacks.

E. SUSCEPTIBLE TO DoS ATTACKS

In the above protocol, there is no validation process for the

existing password. If A gets the user’s device for a small

duration. Then, A could launch the denial-of-service attack.

1) The intruder A inputs a random password PWnew.

2) MU device computes

EID′ = h(IDMU ⊕ PWnew)⊕ s

S ′ = SPW ⊕ h(PWnew)
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3) Then, MU generates random numbers {snew,NM } and

computes the following:

EIDnew = h(IDMU ⊕ PWnew)⊕ snew

4) Using EIDnew, SPW , A has capable to create invalid

logins and this would be identified only at the server.

5) The intruder repeats this technique to impose a mes-

sage traffic and congestion in the authentication system,

which restrict the accessibility for the authorised entities

and causes distributed denial of service attacks on the

home agent.

In addition, an attacker can update false verification infor-

mation in the password change phase. Later on, anMU is not

able to find a session-key. Thus, the authentication framework

is susceptible to DoS attacks.

F. SUSCEPTIBLE TO WRONG-PASSWORDS DETECTION

In the above scheme,MU device cannot validate user identity

IDMU and password PWMU , before communicating with the

FA. An adversary A can enter the fake login credentials

during authentication and establishment of session key phase,

this could be detected only by theHA. This makes the security

protocol inefficient and there is no local password detection.

Thus, the Lee et al.’s authentication system is not designed to

avoid unauthorized users by validating the password locally.

V. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

The proposed mutual authentication framework for global

roaming in the mobility network comprises of the following

phases, namely: 1) initialization, 2) registration, 3) mutual

authentication, and 4) password change.

The purposes of these phases are briefly summarized

below:

• The initialization phase, the HA selects the system

parameters.

• The registration phase allows a legal mobile user MU

to be registered with the HA in order to access the

services, which occurs in the offline mode (via secure

channel). After successful registration, the MU stores

the necessary credentials in his/her device.

• The authentication phase permits a mobile user MU to

mutually authenticate with the foreign agent FAwith the

help of the HA in order to establish a shared secret key

SK .

• During the password change phase, an authorized

mobile user MU can change the default password with-

out the assistance of the home agent HA at any time.

The detailed description of these phases are provided in the

following subsections.

A. INITIALIZATION PHASE

HA issues initialization parameters, when the new mobile

user register at the home agent. Assume that HA produces

large primes m and n, and computes r = m ∗ n. Then,

HA chooses an element g ∈ G. Next, HA picks a private

key SHA = a(< n), computes its public-key PHA = ga

(mod m) and sends to the FA. Similarly, FA selects a secret-

key SFA = b(< n), calculates its public key PFA = gb

(mod m) and sends to theHA. Finally,FA andHA compute the

shared secret-key KFH using the secure version of the Diffie-

Hellman key exchange protocol [45], known as the station-

to-station key exchange protocol.

B. REGISTRATION PHASE

In the registration phase, a mobile user MU freely selects

the identity and the password, say {IDMU ,PW }. Then,MU ’s

device produces a random nonce NM , computes R1 =

h(IDMU ||NM ) and sends it to the HA via secure channel.

Upon receiving R1, HA calculates HS = h(R1||SHA||IDHA).

HA then initiates a track sequence number TS = 0 and

stores {R1,TS} in the database. The track sequence number

TS is used to resist against replay attack. Finally, HA returns

R2 = {HS ,TS} to MU via secure channel. MU computes

LMU = h(IDMU ||PW ||NM ), HM = HS⊕ h(PW || NM ) and

N ′M = NM⊕ h(PW ||IDMU ), and stores {LMU ,HM ,TS ,N
′
M }

in the device.

This phase is then summarized in Figure 2.

C. AUTHENTICATION PHASE

After registration process, a user can roam into foreign net-

works to obtain ubiquitous services offered by the foreign

agent through the assistance of HA. Here, authentication is

accomplished inMU ,HA andFA to establish the shared secret

key SK . The following steps are involved in this phase:

A1:MU −→ FA : M1 = {VM ,T ′S ,RM }

The mobile user MU enters identity IDMU and pass-

word PW . Then, MU device calculates NM = N ′M⊕

h(PW ||IDMU ), L
′
MU = h(IDMU ||PW ||NM ) and examines

whether L ′MU = LMU holds or not. If the comparison fails,

the authentication session will be terminated. Otherwise,

the legitimacy of MU is ensured. Subsequently, MU pro-

duces a random nonce RM and calculates the following

parameters:

HS = HM ⊕ h(PW ||NM )

UM = h(HS ⊕ RM )

VM = h(IDMU ||NM ||UM ||T
′
S )

Finally, MU sends the message M1 = {VM ,T ′S ,RM } to

the FA via public channel.

A2:FA→ HA : M2 = {IDFA,VF )}

After receiving the message M1, FA generates a random

nonce RF and encrypts VF = EKFH (M1, RF ) using a

shared secret key KFH with the help of symmetric encryp-

tion function E(·). After that FA submits the encrypted

information VF and its IDFA to the HA via public channel.

A3:HA→ FA : M3 = {VH }

After receiving the message M2, the HA device verifies

whether received IDFA is the identity of the valid FA. If its

satisfies, HA finds the shared key KFH and decrypts VF to

obtain {VM ,T ′S ,RM ,RF }. Afterwards,HA retrievesR1,TS
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FIGURE 2. Summary of registration phase of the proposed scheme.

from its database and compares TS
?
= T ′S . If the verifi-

cation is not true, HA declines the authentication request

M2. Otherwise, HA proceeds to calculate the following

parameters:

H ′S = h(R1||SHA||IDHA)

U∗M = h(H ′S ⊕ RM )

V ∗M = h(R1||U
∗
M ||T

′
S )

V ∗M
?
= VM

If the verification fails, HA ends the system. Otherwise,

the home agentHA authenticatesFA andMU successfully,

and generates a session key SK = h(H ′S ⊕RM ⊕RF ).

Subsequently, HA updates TS = TS + 1 in its record and

encrypts VH = EKFH (SK , RF ) using its keyKFH . Notably,

HA returns the message M3 = {VH } to the FA via public

channel.

A4:FA→ MU : M4 = {W ,RF } FA receives and decrypts the

messageM3 to obtain {SK , RF }. Then, FA checks for cor-

rectness of the random nonce RF . If it fails, FA rejects the

authentication message M3. Otherwise, FA authenticates

HA successfully and computes the following parameter:

W = h(SK ||RF ).

Next, FA returns the message M4 = {W ,RF } to MU via

public channel.

A5:After receiving the message M4, the mobile user MU

computes a session key as follows:

SK∗ = h(HS ⊕ RM ⊕ RF ),

W ∗ = h(SK∗||RF ).

After thatMU checks whetherW ∗ is same to the received

W . If comparison is successful, theMU authenticates and

believes in FA. Otherwise, MU device stops the authenti-

cation. Finally,MU updates T ′S = T ′S + 1 in its device.

The procedure of the mutual authentication process is also

summarized in Figure 3.

D. PASSWORD CHANGE PROCESS

In this process, the authorized mobile user MU can change

the default password without the assistance of the home agent

HA at any time with the help of the following steps:

1) If the registered user MU wants to change his/her pass-

word, then he/she should select the password change

request through the terminal by providing valid creden-

tials IDMU and PW .

2) The device then calculates NM = N ′M⊕ h(PW ||IDMU ),

HS = HM⊕ h(PW ||NM ) and L∗MU = h(IDMU ||PW

||NM ), and checks whether L∗MU
?
= LMU . If the compar-

ison is false, the request is aborted. Otherwise, the legal-

ity of the userMU is proved.

3) Subsequently, the MU inputs new password PW ∗ and

the device computes N ∗M = NM⊕ h(PW ∗||IDMU ),

L∗MU = h(IDMU ||PW
∗||NM ) and H∗M = HS⊕

h(PW ∗|| NM ). Finally, MU replaces {LMU ,HS ,N
′
M }

with {L∗MU ,H∗S ,N ∗M }.

The summary of password change phase related to the pro-

posed scheme is provided in Figure 4.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, suppose an intruder A wants to crack the

security system. We trace difficulties that A encountered to

breach the authentication system. In addition, we analyze and

demonstrate that the novel mutual authentication framework

withstand all security vulnerabilities in global mobile net-

works.

A. INFORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we show through non-mathematical (infor-

mal) security analysis that the proposed scheme is resilient

against the following attacks.
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FIGURE 3. Summary of login and authentication phases of the proposed scheme.

1) ANONYMITY AND USER UNTRACEABILITY

In registration, user’s identity IDMU has associated with the

cryptographic nonce that is R1 = (IDMU ||NM ) and submits

to HA via a secure channel. As a result, an adversary A ,

including valid HA cannot derive IDMU from registration

request R1. During login and authentication, we assuming

that the intruder A intercepts the authentication message

M1 = {VM ,T ′S ,RM }, M2 = {IDFA,VF }, M3 = {VH }, M4 =

{W ,RF } communicated between the entities MU , HA and

FA. Notably the messages {M1,M2,M3,M4} does not pro-

vide any user information. In this system, any other com-

municating parties including valid FA does not know the

identity of the user. Therefore, the the user privacy and

the anonymity is preserved. If A willing to trace the user

using a extracted data in communication, A should dis-

cover a relationship between various sessions. In this system,

the messages M1,M2,M3,M4 shared via MU , HA and FA

are dynamic in nature due to the cryptographic nonce values
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FIGURE 4. Summary of password change phase of the proposed scheme.

RM ,RF . As a result, the adversary A unable trace an MU

location.

2) PREVENTION OF REPLAY ATTACKS

In the mutual authentication process, if the attacker A inter-

cept messages {M1,M2,M3,M4} communicated between

MU , FA and HA, these data cannot be replayed to cheat HA.

Because the user and FA generates the cryptographic nonce

RM ,RF in each login and authentication sessions to find

M1 = {VM ,T ′S ,RM }, M2 = {IDFA,VF }. Besides, the pro-

tocol makes use of track sequence number based authentica-

tion process to withstand replay attack. If the eavesdropper

replays a previous login messages, home agent will success-

fully detects an attack by using a stored sequence number TS .

Assume, if HA receives a replay message M∗2 = {IDFA,VF },

then HA decrypts and uses a stored track sequence number

TM to compare with received T ′M . If the message M∗2 =

{IDFA,VF }, is a replay, obviously the comparison will be

unsuccessful. Consequently, HA is unable to find V ∗M , since

the retrieved value T ′M is not same as the decrypted TM .

Hence, this mechanism prevents the replay attacks.

3) SECURITY AGAINST MASQUERADE ATTACKS

Suppose the attacker A eavesdrops some sensitive data from

the communication sessions and impersonates as the valid FA

or HA to cheat the user or A masquerade as the valid user

to obtain the desired services. Here, the attacker could face

various challenges:

• MU masquerade attack: To masquerade the user,

the intruder A suppose to have IDMU and PW . In

this system, user’s identity IDMU and passwords PW

have been not communicated in authentication sessions

{M1,M2,M3,M4} through public channel. Even though,

A gets the MU device and its parameters HM ,TS ,NM ,

the attacker A cannot compute M1 = {VM ,T ′S ,RM } to

forge FA and HA.

HS = HM⊕ h(PW || NM )

UM = h(HS ⊕ RM )

VM = h(IDMU ||NM ||UM ||T
′
S ).

Thus, this system withstand mobile user masquerade

attacks.

• FA masquerade attack: It is highly infeasible for the

intruder to find the message M2 = {IDFA,VF } since

the attacker require to break the shared secret value

KFH , which practically impossible. Furthermore, with-

out knowing the session-key, its very hard for an attacker

to compute the message M4 = {W ,RF }. Therefore,

the mutual authentication framework resist against FA

masquerade attacks.

• HA masquerade attack: In order to impersonate HA,

the attacker should have the master key SHA and the

shared secret KFH to compute the message M3 = {VH }

to cheat FA. However, the master key of HA is non-

replayable, unforgeable and the secure authenticated

object. Therefore, the proposed system withstand HA

impersonation attacks.

4) RESILIENT AGAINST DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACKS

In this attack scenario, the unauthorized user creates the

invalid authentication requests to make the server unavail-

able. To prevent DoS attacks, an MU computes L ′MU =

h(IDMU ||PW ||NM ) and checks whether L ′MU = LMU or not.

If comparison succeeds, legality of the user is provided. Oth-

erwise, login request will be terminated. Thus, the attacker

will be not allowed into the system to send the invalid requests

to the server. Hence, the mutual authentication framework

protects against denial of service attacks.

5) SECURITY AGAINST PASSWORD-GUESSING ATTACKS

Consider, the intruder A obtains M1 = {VM ,T ′S ,RM },

M2 = {IDFA,VF }, M3 = {VH }, M4 = {W ,RF } com-

municated between MU, HA, FA. Nevertheless, A cannot

deduce user’s password information PW from the inter-

cepted messages. Assume that A inputs the random pass-

word PW ∗ to succeed the login phase. However, the attacker

will be not able to compute L ′MU = h(ID∗MU ||PW
∗||N ∗M )

and compare L ′MU with stored LMU without IDMU and NM .

Thus, our scheme provide security against password guessing

attack.
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6) IDENTIFY THE WRONG PASSWORDS

In this system, MU device validates the identity IDMU and

password PWMU , before sending the messages. The intruder

A cannot computes L ′MU = h(IDMU ||PW ||NM ) without the

knowledge of IDMU , PW and random nonce NM to succeed

the verification step L ′MU = LMU of the login process. There-

fore, the mutual authentication system prevents unauthorized

logins by validating the user password locally. In addition,

the mutual authentication protocol does not require any addi-

tional clocks and timestamps to prevent reply attacks. Hence,

the system protect against clock synchronization problems in

the mobile network.

B. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS

The security strength of the mutual authentication system

using a random oracle model, namely the Real-Or-Random

(ROR) model [23], has been presented in this section. Sub-

sequently, we analysed the authentication proof of the pro-

posed system through the BAN Logic. Also, the correctness

of the mutual authentication protocol has been verified and

validated through Proverif and AVISPA tools.

1) FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS USING ROR MODEL

In Theorem 1, we prove that the proposed scheme provides

the session key security under the widely-accepted ROR

model.

Theorem 1: The advantage of the adversary A in breaking

the security of the shared session-key is given by

Adv(A) ≤
hashq

2

|H|
+ 2.C ′.sendq

s′ ,

where hashq is a hash queries, sendq is a total number of

queries that have been sent in the authentication, and |H| is a

hash operation, respectively. Also, C ′, s′ are Zipf’s parame-

ters [46].

Proof: We will prove the security of the session key

(SK ) using random oracle model. In the proposed scheme,

there are three entities, namely, MU , HA and FA. Let It1
MU ,

It1
HA and It1

FA are the instances of the user and server, respec-

tively. Adversary A can do the following queries [47], [48].

• Execute(It1, It2) query: This query allows the A to

eavesdrop the sessions (M1,M2,M3,M4) communi-

cated betweenMU , HA and FA.

• Test(It ) query: A coin is tossed by the Adversary to ini-

tiate this Test. A execute the query and if the shared key

amongMU and HA is fresh and c = 0. Subsequently, It
returns a nonce if the shared secret between theMU and

the HA is fresh and c = 1. otherwise of the shared key

is not fresh, it returns a null value.

• Corrupt Mobile Device (It1
MU ) query: Using this query,

A fetches the personal and confidential information kept

on the mobile device. This query is a kind of active

attack.

• h(.) query: A coin is tossed by the Adversary to initiate

this Test. A execute the h(.) query and gets the result oif

c = 0. Besides, It returns the nonce if c = 1. The oracle

maintains a Table to keep track of the input provided by

the A.

To prove the above stated theorem, we defined four games,

namely, GI , GII , GIII , GIV . Let PSi be the probability

with which an adversary A wins the game Gi where i =

I , II , III , IV . Below we discussed the details of the four

games.

Game GI : It is a first game in which the attacker selects

a bit c (discussed in the Test(It ) query). As this is the initial

game, this game and the proposed scheme are exactly similar.

Mathematically,

Adv(A) = [Pr[PS0]−
1

2
] (1)

Game GII : Here, A performs the interception. It makes the

Execute() query as many times as it wants and at the end

A makes a Test(It ) query. Then, output of a Test(It ) query

tells that weather the real secret-key SK or the cryptographic

nonce. In this mutual authentication framework, the secret-

key SK is computed byMU ansFA as SK = h(H ′S⊕RM⊕RF )

where H ′S = h(R1||SHA||IDHA). Here, the secrets RM and RF
are unknown to theA even if he eavesdrop the messages com-

municated between the entities. Hence, the winning prob-

ability of the game GII by the A does not increase using

eavesdropping attack and mathematically,

Pr[PS1] = Pr[PS0] (2)

Game GIII : This is similar to the previous game, except

that A can issue extra two kinds of queries i.e. Hash() query

and send() query. This game can act as an active attack where

A could eavesdrop M1,M2,M3, and M4. Random nonce are

present in their messages. As a result, no collision in the

output of hash function will occur when A will issue hash

queries [49]. Therefore,

|Pr[PS2]− Pr[PS1]| ≤
hashq

2

2|H|
(3)

Game GIV : It is the final game which is played by the

adversary. In this game, the A can do one extra query which

is known as Corrupt Mobile Device (It
MU ) query. In this

game, A can access IDMU and PW of the MU . Note that

HS = HM⊕ h(PW || NM ), UM = h(HS ⊕ RM ), and VM =

h(IDMU ||NM ||UM ||T
′
S ). Without knowing a secret-credential

of the user i.e. RM and the master key ofHA, i.e. SHA,A can’t

guess the password of the system i.e. PW . As a result, GIV
and GIII are same. Mathematically,

|Pr[PS3]− Pr[PS2]| ≤ C
′.sendq

s′ (4)

As all games will be completed, A can guess a right bit c

with probability 1
2
. Thus,

Pr[PS3] =
1

2
(5)

Solving Equation (1) and (2), we get

1

2
.Adv(A) = |Pr[PS1]−

1

2
| (6)
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Putting Equation (5) in (6),

1

2
.Adv(A) = |Pr[PS1]− Pr[PS3]| (7)

Now, by applying the triangular inequality, we obtain the

following relation:

|Pr[PS1]− Pr[PS3]| = |Pr[PS1]− Pr[PS2]|

+|Pr[PS2]− Pr[PS3]|

≤
hashq

2

2|H|
+ C ′.sendq

s′

H⇒
1

2
.Adv(A) ≤

hashq
2

2|H|
+ C ′.sendq

s′

H⇒ Adv(A) ≤
hashq

2

|H|
+ 2.C ′.sendq

s′

�

2) AUTHENTICATION PROOF THROUGH BAN LOGIC

The mutual authentication proof of the protocol anlyzed

Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic [50], which ensures

that the proposed authentication protocol achieves mutual

authentication and secure session key establishment. The

BAN logic is widely accepted model to analyse the security

strength of authentication protocols [50]. The main construc-

tion of BAN involves symbols and some rules, which are

defined first, after proof of the proposed protocol is described.

Notations Used:

M | ≡ N : The entityM believes a message N .

M ⇒ N : M has jurisdiction on N .

M△N : M sees the statement N .

#R : The message N is fresh.

M | ∼ N : M once said N .

{N }K : N encrypted with K .

M
K
←→ N : The key K is shared betweenM and N .

BAN Logic Rules:

B1 Message Meaning Rule:

M | ≡ M
K
←→ N ,M△{N }K

M | ≡ N | ∼ N
.

B2 Nonce Verification Rule:

M | ≡ #(R),M | ≡ N | ∼ R

M | ≡ N | ≡ N
.

B3 Jurisdiction Rule:

M | ≡ N | ⇒ R,M | ≡ N | ≡ R

M | ≡ N
.

B4 Session-Key Rule:

M | ≡ #(R),M | ≡ N | ≡ R

M | ≡ M
K
←→ N

.

B5 Freshness Concatenation-Rule:

M | ≡ #(R)

M | ≡ #(R,N )
.

The secrecy functionalities of the authentication scheme is

analysed and proved through BAN extended-rule:

M | ≡ N
K
←→ M ,M ⊳ f (R,N )

M | ≡ N | ∼ R)
.

Notably, K is a shared secret between M and N ; The origi-

nality principal is validated through a function f .

BAN Logic-Based Proof Idealized Form: In the mutual

authentication process, the message flows between the

mobile terminal (MT), home server (HS), Foreign server (FS)

is modelled into the idealized form:

M1 :MT → FN : {MT
HS
←→ HS, IDMU ,RM ,T ′S}.

M2 :FS → HS : {{MS
HS
←→ HS, IDMU ,RM ,T ′S , RF }KFH ,

IDFA}.

M3 :HS → FS : {HS
KFH
←→ FS,HS ,RM ,RF }.

M4 :FS → MT : {FS
SK
←→ MT ,RM ,HS ,RF }.

The security protocol is analyzed through the subsequent

assumptions:

A1:MT | ≡ MT
HS
←→ HS;

A2:HS| ≡ MT
HS
←→ HS;

A3:FS| ≡ FS
KFH
←→ HS;

A4:HS| ≡ FS
KFH
←→ HS;

A5:MT | ≡ #RM ; FN | ≡ #RF ;

A6:HS| ≡ FS| ⇒ FS
SK
←→ HS;

A7:FS| ≡ HS| ⇒ FS
SK
←→ HS;

A8:FS| ≡ MT | ⇒ MT
SK
←→ FS;

A9:MT | ≡ FS| ⇒ MT
SK
←→ FS;

HS Mutual Authentication: according to B1-B5 rules on

the proposed scheme:

HS| ≡ MT
HS
←→ HS,HS△f (h(IDM ||HS ||NM ),RM )

HN | ≡ MT | ∼ VM
.

Hereafter, through freshness-rule B5:

(HS| ≡ (RM ,VM ))/(HS| ≡ RM ));

(HS| ≡ #(T ′S ))/(HS| ≡ #(T ′S ,VM ));

(HS| ≡ #(T ′S ))/(HS| ≡ #(T ′S ,RM )).

Likewise, HS| ≡ FS| ∼ VF ; specifically, according to B1:

HS| ≡ FS
KFH
←→ HS,HS△f (IDFA, {VF }KFH )

HS| ≡ FS| ∼ VF
.

Using the above statement, we can realize:

HS| ≡ (M2,VF )

HS| ≡ M2
.

FA Mutual Authentication Process: FS| ≡ HS| ∼

VH ,FS| ≡ #(RF ) and ((FS| ≡ (M3,RF ))/(FS| ≡ M3));

according to rule B1:

FS| ≡ HS
KFH
←→ FS,FS△f {SK ,RF }KFH

FS| ≡ HS| ∼ RF
.
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Using freshness rule B5:

FS| ≡ #(RF )

FS| ≡ #(RF , SK )
;

FS| ≡ #(SK )

FS| ≡ #(M3, SK )
;

Using jurisdiction rule B3:

FS| ≡ HS| ⇒ SK ,FS| ≡ HS| ≡ SK

FS| ≡ SK
.

MT Mutual Authentication Process: MT | ≡ HS| ∼

M4,MT | ≡ #(SK ) and (MT | ≡ (M4, SK )/(MT | ≡ M4);

According to message meaning-rule B1:

MT | ≡ HS
HS
←→ MT ,MT△f (h(SK ||RF ),RF )

FS| ≡ HS| ∼ RF
.

Here, MS computes and verifies W ∗ = h(SK∗||RF ), which

is meant for shared secret-key establishment. Because in the

case of wrongW ∗, MS will be not allowed to form the correct

secret-key SK = h(HS ⊕RM ⊕RF ) to communicate with FA.

Using belief rules:

(MT | ≡ (RF ,HS ))/(MT | ≡ RF ));

(MT | ≡ (W ,RF ))/(MT | ≡ (W ));

(MT | ≡ (SK ,W ))/(MT | ≡ (SK )).

Likewise, the mutual authentication framework in mobility

environment satisfies all security functionalities and goals.

Consequently, the valid participants mobile subscriber and

the foreign network communicates each other using the nego-

tiated session key SK .

3) FORMAL SECURITY-VERIFICATION USING ProVerif

The mutual authentication system has been demonstrated

through ProVerif [14]. It is a popular tool for modelling the

security protocols and the adversary capabilities using the

Horn theory [51]. In ProVerif specification the communica-

tion parties like the user and servers have simultaneous execu-

tion in themutual authentication process. The communication

parties have capability to send and receive messages over the

network.

Notably, MU , HA and FA could verify the authenticity,

integrity and secrecy of the transmitted information based

on the specified events. Further, the adversary has capability

to eavesdrop, modify and reply the messages communicated

between the communication agents in the mobility network.

Basically, Pi calculus is used to specify the proposed security

framework. Later on, it is translated into ‘‘Horn clauses’’.

ProVerif result is a verification of all security properties

and goals. If the specified protocol is not true, ProVerif tool

gives a trace to the cryptographic attack. ProVerif code of

functions, channels, private-keys, reduction functions, con-

stants, names, equations, events and the queries are sum-

marized in Figure 5. In this protocol verification process,

the operations in the registration and mutual authentication

phase is taken into the account. The formal verificationmodel

of the mobile user process using ProVerif is described in Fig-

ure 6.

FIGURE 5. Definitions used in ProVerif.

FA operations consist of reception of messageM1 = {VM ,

T ′S , RM } from MU , sending message M2 = {IDFA, VF } to

the HA, receiving message M3 = {VH } from HA and returns

messageM4 = {W ,RF } to theMU sequentially. The ProVerif

code for FA’s formal verification process is given in Figure 7.

Similarly, formal verification model for HA process is pre-

sented in Figure 8 and the resultant queries of the system are

summarized in Figure 9.

4) FORMAL SECURITY-VERIFICATION USING AVISPA

The proposed security system has been simulated through

the formal verification tool called ‘‘Automated Valida-

tion of Internet Security Protocols and Applications’’

(AVISPA) [52]. It is used to prove the correctness of the

cryptographic protocol over an insecure channel. The mutual

authentication framework for the mobile network is specified

in ‘‘High Level Protocol Specification Language’’ (HLPSL).

There is a HLPSL2IF translator in AVISPA, which converts

the HLPSL source code into Intermediate Format (IF). Later

on, the IF can be fed into AVISPA backends like OFMC and
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TABLE 2. Comparison of the security requirements and functionalities.

FIGURE 6. Formal Verification of MU Process.

CL-AtSe to produce the verification result of the specified

protocol [53].

Basically, HLPSL language is role and goal oriented pro-

gramming language, in which roles of the user, foreign, and

the home agents will be specified. Consequently, the secu-

rity protocol sessions and the adversaries will be modelled

using a threat model called Dolev-Yao (DY) [54]. AVISPA

is a push button interface, where the security protocol is

submitted in HLPSL code and the result is the summary,

FIGURE 7. Formal Verification of FA Process.

which displays the protocol status (safe or unsafe) with the

details of the security goals and the environment. Besides,

if the protocol is unsafe, AVISPA gives the trace to the attack

and displays the intruder knowledge about the authentication

sessions.

The AVISPA results for the mutual authentication frame-

work using the CL-AtSe as a backend as shown in Fig-

ure 10. Notably, the security protocol is safe and satisfied all

security goals in the global roaming scenario. Furthermore,

themutual authentication system is simulated through ‘‘Secu-

rity Protocol Animator’’ (SPAN), which generates the mes-

sage sequence chart for the specified protocol sessions [55].

If the specified protocol is unsafe, SPAN displays the attack

and the intruder simulations through the graphical user inter-

face.
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FIGURE 8. Formal Verification of HA Process.

FIGURE 9. ProVerif result analysis.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this scenario, we could verify security properties and

performance of the security system with some other recent

authentication schemes [3], [13], [39], [40]. Basically, mobil-

ity terminals have limited resources in terms of bandwidth,

memory, power, processor and low computing capability.

Therefore, an important issue in global mobile network is

TABLE 3. Crypto primitives with the execution time (in seconds).

energy consumption caused by communication and com-

putation operations to establish the secure communication

channel. The mutual authentication system is to resist against

several security flaws in the existing authentication schemes

for global mobile networks.

It is clear evident from Table 2 that the security framework

satisfies all security properties needed for the mobile user

roaming service. In addition, the proposed authentication

protocol have to maintain the sensible communication and

computational complexities. Notably, the efficiency estima-

tion is performed in terms of the computation and communi-

cation cost. To evaluate the performance of the authentication

schemes, the computational cost in login and authentication

scenario is taken into account because this phase is carried

out every time of the roaming process. To evaluate the perfor-

mance of the security framework in the resource-constrained

environments, various security algorithms have been imple-

mented through the Crypto library called MIRACL [56], [57]

on the smartphone.

The smartphone runs on Android OS with a frequency

of 0.71 GHz. In addition, the mobile device makes use of the

ArmCortex-A8 processor to run various cryptosystems. Con-

sequently, the symmetric and asymmetric cryptosystems are

AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) and ECIES (Elliptic

Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme), respectively. Besides,

the hash function SHA-256 is used to compute the message

digest. The experimental results provides the execution time

of different cryptographic operations such as hash opera-

tion, symmetric/asymmetric computations, modular compu-

tation, and elliptic curve point operations are summarized

in Table 3.

The computational overhead of various cryptographic

primitives in terms of CPU cycles have been demonstrated

in [35]. As per the experimental results the hash function take

5.63 ∗ 102. The exponentiation function in Diffie-Hellman

algorithm requires 9.52∗106. In addition, private and public-

key cryptosystems take 7.56 ∗ 102 and 12.42 ∗ 106, appropri-

ately. The computational cost (execution time) comparison of

the proposed security framework and other recent works [3],

[13], [39], [40] are presented in Table 4.

The proposed scheme includes few symmetric operations

and the hash functions. Notably,MU wants six cryptographic

hash functions to form the messageM1. The FA wants a hash

operation to compute the digest and two symmetric functions

to send messages in HA and MU, eventually. HA require four
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FIGURE 10. Result analysis using CL-AtSe backend.

TABLE 4. Performance analysis on computational overheads.

TABLE 5. Analysis of communication overheads (in bits).

hash values and two symmetric systems to authenticatingMU

and FA.

From Table 4, its clear that the security framework is the

efficient than the mutual authentication systems in [3], [39],

[40]. Notably, the computation overhead of security protocol

is slightly increases as compared to the protocol in [13].

Nevertheless, the protocol in [13] has no local password

verification mechanism, protection against the masquerade

and replay attacks.

Table 5 summarizes the comparison of the communication

cost of the systems in [3], [13], [39], [40] and the proposed

mutual authentication system. o To estimate the communica-
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tion overhead, assume the hash function of length 160 bits.

The cryptographic nonce, timestamp, and the data length

of 160 bits, appropriately. In addition, the elliptic curve point

of length 320 bits is taken into the account. In proposed

scheme, the registration messages R1 = {IDMU ||NM },R2 =

{HS ,TS , h(.)} needs (160 + 160 + 160 + 160) = 640 bits,

the login message M1 = {VM ,T ′S ,RM } needs (160 + 160 +

160) = 480 bits and the messages M2 = {IDFA,VF },M3 =

{VH },M4 = {W ,RF } needs (320 + 160 + 320) = 800

bits. Therefore, the proposed scheme requires (480+ 480+

800) = 1760 bits for the communicated messages in between

MU , HA and FA.

We can conclude that the security framework has less com-

munication overhead as compared to mutual authentication

works in [3], [13], [39], [40]. Thus, the proposed authenti-

cation scheme is secure, lightweight and handy for global

roaming in mobile networks.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this research article, the security strength of Lee et al.’s

mutual authentication system has been analyzed and found

that their security system is susceptible to masquerade

attacks, replay attacks, denial-of-service attack and cannot

provide untraceability service and, local password detec-

tion system. Later on, we proposed a lightweight mutual

authentication system for global roaming in the mobility

network, which provides the possible security services and

resist various attacks. The formal security-verification and

validation of the proposed system is carried out through

widely accepted security tools like ProVerif and AVISPA.

Consequently, the formal security analysis of the system is

measured using BAN logic. Besides, the correctness of the

security system has been proved using random oracle model.

Finally, a rigours performance evaluation summarizes the

communication and computational gain of the proposed secu-

rity system under various constraints. The proposed security

system is lightweight, secure and practically implementable

in the resource-limited mobile environment.
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